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What is genuine and what is fake in the Modi led BJP government? And Gujarat Model 
and its vibrancy is all about masquerading lies as truth. 

 

  National Spokesman and Congress MLA Shaktisinh Gohil has revealed that Gujarat 
University is now working overtime to prove that Prime Minister Narendra Modi has a BA from Delhi 
University and a first class MA degree from Gujarat University. From marriage to his birth date, the 
Prime Minister constantly lies to the nation. 

  Mr Gohil said so far at least 70 RTIs have been made seeking information about educational 
qualifications of Prime Minister Modi but ever since he took over power in Gujarat in 2001, he has 
evaded to talk on and about it. The Prime Minister thinks it is casual and okay to talk about his 56 
inch chest size but does not allow any institution to talk about his educational qualifications. RTIs are 
returned claiming that information sought is secret and personal and cannot be shared with public. 
Now after the CIC ordered that information be revealed, within 24 hours Gujarat University springs 
up with Prime Minister Modi’s marksheet and first class marks in MA. 

  It is common sense that to seek admission in MA or any postgraduate course, it is mandatory 
to attach your graduate degree documents and necessary certificates. In Prime Minister Modi’s case, 
he says (in his official election commission affidavit) that he has done his BA from Delhi University. If 
that is so, where are his university migration and BA degree documents that are supposed to be with 
Gujarat University before a MA is awarded to him. 

  The way Gujarat University has suddenly sprung up with his MA marks is very suspicious. We 
will not be surprised that under Modi rule and with Smriti Irani ji around, there will be another BA 
marksheet from Delhi university. All this is being fabricated just to cover up a lie told by Prime 
Minister Modi. 

  Prime Minister Modi is a habitual offender. It is sad that the values that he spreads among the 
public especially in youth is that of deception, lies and facades. For example Mr Narendra Modi’s 
real birthdate is August 29 1949. But he gifted himself another birthdate. Just like VK Singh fake 
birthday controversy, Mr Modi used  August 29 1949 as his birthday till he got into active politics, 
then used his clout, and cut short his age by over a year. 

  Does it befit a Prime Minister that he lies on such issues? His family claims that a wrong 
birthday was entered into his school records because his mother was educated does not make 
sense because Mr Modi’s family has consistently claimed that Modi’s birthdate in janma patri also is 
1950. Why were different birthdates used by Prime Minister Modi at different periods of his life? 

  Mr Gohil has demanded a judicial inquiry into Mr Modi’s claims made in the Election 
Commission affidavit about his educational degree and his age.  Mr Gohil said why have no RTIs 
been entertained on his education till now. Just like Mr Modi kept on denying he was married till the 
Supreme Court made it mandatory that martial status should be declared before contesting an 
election. Then Mr Modi declared himself married.  

  What was the birthdate Mr Modi used in his first driving license? What is the truth?  We are 
fine not knowing our Prime Minister’s chest size or his other personal details but as a nation and 
public we ought to know basic information about his education, he said. 
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